Abstract. Consider a closed surface in R n of codimension 1 which propagates in the normal direction with velocity proportional to its mean curvature plus a forcing term. This geometric problem is rst approximated by a singularly perturbed parabolic double obstacle problem with small parameter " > 0. Conforming piecewise linear nite elements over a quasi-uniform and strongly acute mesh of size h are further used for space discretization, and combined with backward di erences for time discretization with uniform time-step . It is shown that the zero level set of the fully discrete solution converges past singularities to the true interface, provided ; h 2 o(" 3 ) and no fattening occurs. If the more stringent relations ; h 2 O(" 4 ) are enforced, then a linear rate of convergence O(") for interfaces is derived in the vicinity of regular points, namely those for which the underlying viscosity solution is nondegenerate. Singularities and their smearing e ect are also studied. The analysis is based on constructing discrete barriers via a parabolic projection, Lipschitz dependence of viscosity solutions with respect to perturbations of data, and discrete nondegeneracy.
1. Introduction. Let (t) be a closed surface in R n of codimension 1 that emanates from a smooth surface 0 and propagates in its normal direction with velocity V (positive if pointing inwards) satisfying the geometric law (1.1) V = + g: Hereafter denotes the sum of the principal curvatures of (t) (positive if the enclosed set by (t) is locally mean convex), and g is a bounded given driving force. Besides its intrinsic geometric interest, (1.1) may be viewed as a scaled version of the interface law for physical processes varying from crystal growth to ame propagation and twophase uid ow. In those cases additional PDEs for the bulk couple with (1.1) and give rise to g. Singularity formation and continuation of the ow past singularities is then a relevant physical issue. Convergence past singularities of fully discrete methods is a companion scienti c issue of paramount importance, most notably in regard to the reliable computation of more complex ows. This is still an open problem for all fully discrete approximations of (1.1).
The purely geometric evolution (1.1) already exhibits singularities and topological changes, and even fattening may occur 1], 3], 36]. Therefore the classical di erential geometry approach breaks down past singularities. The level set approach overcomes this di culty and provides a meaningful notion of evolution past singularities by representing (t) as the zero level set of an auxiliary continuous function w( ; t), all whose level sets evolve formally in their normal direction according to ( turns out to be constant for jxj large 13] . If d 0 denotes the signed distance to 0 which is negative in I(0), the inside of 0 , then a typical choice of w 0 is d 0 truncated at 1. Since the evolution of the zero level set of w( ; t) is independent of the speci c form of w 0 , for as long as I(0) = fx 2 R n : w 0 (x) < 0g, (1.3) (t) := fx 2 R n : w(x; t) = 0g; ( := f(x; t) 2 R n 0; T] : x 2 (t)g) is then called generalized geometric evolution and coincides with the classical motion (1.1) before the onset of singularities 2], 7], 13], 17]. The notions of inside I(t) and outside O(t) of (t) are thus meaningful in terms of w: I(t) := fx 2 R n : w(x; t) < 0g; O(t) := fx 2 R n : w(x; t) > 0g:
The ow (1.3) is unique and is well de ned even past singularities. These are typically isolated points (x; t) that correspond to rw(x; t) = 0 1], 36], but (t) may also develop interior (fattening) when g 6 = 0 3]. However for a number of evolutions of interest, e.g. for cylindrically symmetric hypersurfaces, (t) is smooth before or between consecutive singularities. With this in mind, we de ne to be the set of regular points (x; t) 2 , namely those for which w is C 1 in a space-time neighborhood and rw(x; t) 6 = 0.
Let be a convex bounded polyhedron of R n . We will assume that is su ciently large so as to contain (t) for all t T, for some T > 0, and set Q := (0; T). This is guaranteed either for forcing term g = 0, provided contains the convex hull of 0 13], or for T small. Let g satisfy g 2 W 2;1 1 (Q). The main purpose of this paper is to show interface convergence past singularities for a practical fully discrete approximation of (1.3). We rst introduce a singularly perturbed parabolic problem 6 the obstacles, within a narrow transition region of thickness O("), the noncoincidence set, and attains the values 1 elsewhere irrespective of g. Hence, in contrast to (1.2), (1.4) retains the local structure of (1.1). This is extremely important numerically, and one of the reasons why we explore this idea as an alternative to the global level set approach (1.2) 31]. It is not obvious, however, that such a property would be preserved by any full discretization. We will show below that this is actually the case.
Conforming piecewise linear nite elements are further used to discretize (1.4) in space, and backward di erences to discretize (1.4) in time. The nite element mesh is supposed to be quasi-uniform and strongly acute, which in R 2 means that for all pair of triangles sharing a side the sum of the opposite angles to that side does not exceed ? for a constant > 0. The resulting implicit scheme satis es the discrete maximum principle (DMP), our key tool, and its implementation is straightforward. In fact, the underlying PDE being linear, the unilateral constraints are the only source of nonlinearity. Since no numerical integration is considered, this method represents the best scenario in terms of convergence and error analysis, and is to be compared with the dynamic mesh algorithm of 25], 29]. The latter resorts to highly graded meshes and associated space-time dependent relaxation parameter "(x; t), uses an explicit adaptive time stepping, and performs mass lumping on the rather singular terms "@ t u " and (u " )=". These features result in enhanced singularity resolution and e ciency. We expect to study this method in light of the best possible results of the present analysis for a simpler, yet practical, fully discrete approximation.
Let h > 0 denote the mesh-size and > 0 the time-step. Let U ";h; indicate the fully discrete solution, which is continuous piecewise linear in space and time, and ";h; designate its zero level set, namely ";h; (t) := fx 2 : U ";h; (x; t) = 0g:
We demonstrate convergence of ";h; (t) to (t) past singularities provided no fattening occurs. We now discuss brie y the main ingredients of our rather technical construction of fully discrete barriers and their use. From now on we will denote by C a positive constant independent of the relevant parameters "; h; , and p below, that may change at the various occurrences, and use the symbols ; /, and ' to indicate the relations =; , and up to factors j loghj.
(I) Continuous barriers. Let g in (1.2) and (1.4) be replaced by g + , and w 0 in (1.2) be replaced by w 0 + C , with 0 < = o(1) to be chosen. Let w + be the corresponding solution of (1.2) and u + that of (1.4). Using w + , we construct in x3 an explicit function v + and give a formal proof that v + is a viscosity supersolution of (1.4) 1 (Q). This result constitutes our sole restriction to 2D, but it is likely to hold in higher dimensions (see note added in proof).
(III) Discrete nondegeneracy. We demonstrate in x6 that U ";h; has a prescribed quadratic growth away from the fully discrete free boundary, which for all (x; t) 2 @fU ";h; > ?1g means max jy?xj 2 +(t?s) r 2 U ";h; (y; s) ?1 + C r 2 " 2 :
We then proceed as follows. We rst project u + using (II) and next lift H h; (u + ) by the small amount Ch 2 " ?2 ' ku + ? H h; (u + )k L 1 (Q) , for the resulting function V + ";h; to be a candidate for discrete supersolution. We must however compensate for the antimonotone nature of the potential (u " )=" = ?u " =" in (1.4), which gives rise to an error Ch 2 " ?3 ; this is an essential di erence with respect to 14] that examines a monotone problem. Such a compensation is accomplished by perturbing g by the amount Ch 2 " ?3 , which has the implicit e ect of a horizontal shift without geometric constraints on the mesh. We conclude that the parabolic relations (1.5) h o(" 3=2 ); o(" 3 ) imply that V + ";h; is a discrete supersolution, and thus V + ";h; U ";h; , for = o(1). Exploiting the continuous dependence of w with respect to g, this is next used to infer convergence of level sets, a substantially more subtle issue than convergence of We nally deduce U ";h; (x; t) = ?1 for otherwise (III) would lead to a contradiction. This is in essence our convergence result which, although it does not provide a rate, seems to be the rst one for discrete interfaces valid after the onset of singularities. Moreover, it is to be compared with ?-convergence in L 1 for stationary solutions, i.e. solutions to prescribed mean curvature problems, which requires h = o(") but asserts nothing about convergence of interfaces 4]. In this light, relations (1.5) are probably sharp, but such a claim deserves further investigation. We would like to point out the importance of dealing with maximum norm estimates which lead to convergence of interfaces, the only objects of interest for the geometric problem at hand.
Discrete interface error estimates might be expected for regular evolutions. Rather surprisingly, we can also prove a linear rate of convergence O(") in the vicinity of regular points (x; t) 2 , even past singularities, as a consequence of the following key properties of x2: (IV) Lipschitz properties: kw + ? wk L 1 (Q) C ; kw + k W 1;1 1 (Q) C:
In fact, if rw(x; t) 6 = 0 then w(x ? n; t) ?C" with n = rw(x; t)=jrw(x; t)j being a unit normal to (t) at x and = C"=jrw(x; t)j, whence (IV) yields w + (x ? n; t) w(x ? n; t) + C ?"; provided = C". The Lipschitz regularity in (IV) shows that w + < 0, and thus v + = ?1 by the explicit construction (I), in an "-vicinity of (x ? n; t). Upon arguing as above but with = C", we infer that U ";h; (x ? n; t) = ?1 and dist(x; ";h; (t)) C"jrw(x; t)j ?1 8 " " ; (x; t) 2 ] ;
with " depending only on the compact subset ] of and not on the speci c (x; t), under the more severe (parabolic) constraints h O(" 2 ); O(" 4 ): An O(") estimate for the discrete transition layer thickness emerges as a by-product.
These ideas are also used in understanding how the discrete problem behaves near certain singularities and demonstrating that the discrete transition layer thickness becomes O (" 1=2 2. Lipschitz dependence on data. It will turn out to be essential to compare viscosity solutions w for perturbed data g and w 0 . We will need more than the usual continuous dependence. In fact we will use Lipschitz dependence for solutions on the maximum norm which, under a further nondegeneracy condition, yields Lipschitz dependence for interfaces in distance. This is dictated by the following Lipschitz regularity result, which would just be a consequence of translation invariance of (1.2) if g were constant. which we write as @ t ? L = I + II. We readily have I 2 (jrgj ? G) 0. Let now R = fr ij g n i;j=1 be an orthogonal matrix that diagonalizes the Hessian of z at (x; t). That is, if z(x; t) = Z(y; t) = Z(Rx; t), then @ 2 xixk z = P n m=1 r im @ 2 ymym Z r km .
By virtue of the orthogonality of R and the fact that fa ij g n i;j is positive de nite, we To prove Lipschitz continuity of z in time, uniformly in , we di erentiate (2.1) with respect to t, and so obtain the linear parabolic PDE for '(x; t) := @ t z(x; t)e ?Gt : @ t ' ? L' + G' = e ?Gt jrzj @ t g = 1=2 @ t g =: III: Since jIIIj W 1=2 k@ t gk L 1 (Q) and k'( ; 0)k L 1 (Q) is dictated only by kw 0; k W 2 1 ( ) and kgk W 1;1 1 (Q) , the classical comparison principle thus yields the asserted estimate
Let now 0 < = o(1), and let w and be the viscosity solutions and their zero level sets corresponding to data g and w 0 C .
Corollary 2.1. w ? C w ? w w + w + C in Q.
Proof. Let v + ( ; t) := w( ; t) + (t) with to be chosen in such a way that v = v + will be a supersolution of (1.2) with perturbed data g + and w 0 + C . Since does not depend on x, we can write in the viscosity sense We recall that is the set of regular points (x; t) 2 , namely those for which w is C 1 in a space-time neighborhood and rw(x; t) 6 = 0. Since 0 is smooth then extends all the way to t = 0.
Corollary 2.2. Let ] be a compact subset of . There exist constants > 0 depending on ] and C > 0 depending on data such that for all dist(x; (t)) C jrw(x;t)j 8 (x; t) 2 ] :
Proof. Since w is C 1 in a neighborhood of (x; t) we can write w(x ? n; t) = w(x; t) ? rw(x; t) n + o( ) ? 1 2 jrw(x; t)j; for n := rw(x; t)=jrw(x; t)j and 0 < D with D 1 depending on the modulus of continuity of rw and a lower bound W > 0 for jrwj. Since ] is compact, these quantities depend on ] but not on (x; t). With the aid of Corollary 2.1 we infer that w + (x ? n; t) w(x ? n; t) + C ? 1 2 jrw(x; t)j + C = 0; provided = 2C =jrw(x; t)j D, which is guaranteed for := DW=2C. Since also w + (x; t) w(x; t) = 0, and w + is continuous, we realize that w + ( ; t) has a zero on the straight segment joining x ? n and x, thereby completing the proof.
The idea behind Corollary 2.2 goes back to 5], and expresses the geometric fact that nondegeneracy together with maximum norm error estimates for solutions lead to interface error control. We will see later that, because of the lack of meaningful error estimates for solutions of (1.4) for large time, this idea does not apply to (1.4) nor to its fully discrete counterpart.
3. Parabolic variational inequality. Let 
Proof. It su ces to rewrite (3.1) as h@ t u " ; ' ? u " i + hru " ; r(' ? u " )i h 1
2" g; ' ? u " i;
and use W 2;1 p regularity theory for the usual parabolic obstacle problem associated with the heat operator with right-hand side f " := (u " + c0 now that = R n . The solution u is just the convolution of the heat kernel and f. Calder on-Zygmund theory of parabolic singular integrals then yields the desired linear dependence on p 21]. Otherwise, if is bounded but smooth, then we localize near @ and atten @ . The problem thus becomes an assertion about the behavior in the half space of parabolic problems with smooth coe cients and zero Dirichlet condition. Extending f oddly to the entire space R n (0; T), the odd extension of u solves a parabolic problem in R n (0; T) for which the previous reasoning applies.
The argument as usual concludes by pasting together the various contributions due to localization, which happens to be a procedure independent of p.
We stress that u " is not in W 2;1 1 (Q) with norm of order O(" ?2 ) because this would require higher regularity of f " = (u " + c0
2 "g)" ?2 = O(" ?2 ), and so of u " still with norms of order O(1), which we cannot expect. The following simple result quanti es how far @ t u " and D 2
x u " are from being bounded. 15] , any vertical shift of the actual solution leads to a barrier. Here, because of the antimonotone source , a constant vertical shift of u " would not have the same e ect. If we allow time dependent shifts, then it is easy to check that an obvious candidate for supersolution would be u + " ( ; t) := u " ( ; t) + e t=" 2 for any > 0. Because of the singular nature of (3.1) for " small, this barrier is meaningless for short time of order t = O(" 2 j log j) in that the discrepancy between u " and u + " is O(1). This behavior is consistent with the short time evolution of (1.4), studied in 6], and makes L 1 error estimates for fully discrete solutions meaningless. The idea of 5] thus fails.
Since our primary interest lies on the interface " (t) := fx 2 : u " (x; t) = 0g, rather than u " (t), we replace the vertical shift with a horizontal one centered on the continuous interface (t), as in 2], 6], 12], 26], 27], 30]. For the fully discrete problem, this crucial idea cannot be achieved by a simple translation, as in the above papers, but implicitly via a perturbation of the forcing term g. Whether this preserves interface distance control is not obvious, and in fact depends on Corollary 2.2 and the construction of other more explicit barriers u and v . This topic is discussed next.
Let hereafter ". In the sequel w and w will stand for viscosity solutions to In case + (t) fattens up, then d + (x; t) must be replaced by dist(x; @fw + ( ; t) < 0g) for ? (x; x; t) := ( We recall a result of 30], which has been crucial in showing convergence of " (t) to (t) as " # 0, and give a formal proof to illustrate the above de nitions. v (x; t) := ? ( (x; t); x; t) = ( (x; t)) + "(g(x; t) ) ( (x; t)):
Then, for su ciently large, v + and v ? are viscosity super and subsolutions of (3.1)
with forcing term g + and g ? respectively, and they satisfy v ? (x; t) u ? (x; t) u " (x; t) u + (x; t) v + (x; t) 8 (x; t) 2 Q:
Proof. We rst set u = u + ; v = v + ; d = d + ; = + ; ? = ? + , and ? (k) = @ k x ?. A standard comparison argument for variational inequalities implies u u " , because they satisfy the same problem with right hand sides g+ g. To prove this, select ' = min(u " ; u) in (3.1) for u " , ' = max(u; u " ) in (3.1) for u, take the di erence of the two equations, and apply Gronwall's lemma.
In order to show that u v, we have to prove that J v := "@ t v ? This is a rather restrictive condition, but convenient for theoretical purposes because it yields a discrete maximum principle (DMP) without need of mass lumping. Such a numerical quadrature would otherwise be acting on a singular term, and whether it preserves the desired accuracy is unclear at the moment. This issue is to be investigated further and compared with the present analysis which thus corresponds to the best possible scenario. The fully discrete approximation of (3.1) reads: for U 0 := h (d 0 =")] 2 K h seek U n 2 K h , 1 n N, such that, for all 2 K h , (4.2) "h@U n ; ? U n i + "hrU n ; r( ? U n )i ? 1 " hU n ; ? U n i c0 2 hg n ; ? U n i:
We then see that this is a discrete parabolic variational inequality corresponding to the linear operator "@ t v ? " v ? 1 " v, and so it is easy to implement. Solvability, and also uniqueness, is guaranteed provided " 2 .
Let f i g I i=1 be the canonical basis of V h (0). Let K := fk ij g I i;j=1 be the sti ness matrix and M := fm ij g I i;j=1 be the mass matrix, that is k ij := hr i ; r j i; m ij := h i ; j i:
Note that, in view of (4.1), there exists a constant C > 0 depending only on such that k ij ?C < 0 uniformly in h for any pair of adjacent nodes. If a ij := k ij + m ij , then a ij 0 provided i 6 = j and 0 C h ?2 ; fa ij g I i;j=1 is thus an M-matrix. We will need the following form of DMP. Proof. We rst point out that (4.3) just relates values n (x j ) and n?1 (x k ) for x j ; x k 2 supp i , whence changes of f n g N n=0 outside D will not alter (4.3). On subtracting := maxf n (x i ) : (x i ; t n ) 2 @ p Dg from f n g N n=0 we can thus assume = 0 and set n (x i ) = 0 for all (x i ; t n ) = 2 D. Assume by induction that n?1 0 in , multiply (4.3) by max( n (x i ); 0) and add over 1 i I to get 1 h n ; n ] + i + hr n ; r n ] + i 1 h n?1 ; n ] + i 0:
The desired inequality n 0 in , which completes the induction argument, then follows from Lemma 4.1 provided C ?1 h 2 . We will also need to approximate functions by piecewise linears preserving differential properties. The following parabolic projection will be instrumental in doing so. Given y 2 W 2;1 p (Q) for p > 2 with y = 0 on @ (0; T), let fY n g N n=1 V h (0) be de ned by (4.4) h@Y n ; i + hrY n ; r i = h@y n ; i + hr y n ; r i 8 2 V h (0); with Y 0 := h (y 0 ). Note that Y 0 makes sense because y 0 = y( ; 0) 2 W 2?2=p p ( ) C 0 ( ). LetĤ h; be the parabolic projection operator de ned bŷ H h; (y; ; t) := t?tn?1 Y n ( ) + tn?t Y n?1 ( ) 8 t n?1 < t t n ; 1 n N: Continuity in time is immaterial except for the discussion in x9. The following error estimate is a convenient modi cation of the quasi-optimal L 1 error estimate shown in 11] in 2D. It is worth stressing that this constitutes the only restriction of our analysis to 2D. Even though such an estimate seems plausible in 3D, its extension is not immediate and thus deserves further thought. In view of (3.2), this error estimate appears to be quasi-optimal in both order and regularity requirement, and thus of some intrinsic interest as well.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be a consequence of a series of lemmas. We start by introducing Nitsche's weight function for a given but arbitrary x 0 2 22]: 
In view of (4.7), and the notation for errors n := Y n ? R h ( y n ); n := y n ? R h ( y n );
we are able to rewrite (4.4) as follows: 
It is thus evident that we need a priori estimates for fZ n ? Z n?1 g N n=1 and Z 0 in weighted L 2 -based norms. We simply state two key results from 11, eqq. The assertion thus follows as in Lemma and (4.6) for r = p and s = 2 ? 2=p, to deduce the desired result as p " 1. In order to complete the argument we must get the following bound as p " 1. In view of (4.12), Lemmas 4.5 to 4.9, and the fact that ! = Chj loghj, we infer that We then resort to (3.2), (4.9), and (4.6) for r = 1 and s = 2 ? 4=p, to get ky(t) ? Let H h; denote the parabolic projection associated with the heat operator (4.4) and Dirichlet boundary condition 1: H h; (1+y) := 1+Ĥ h; (y) . The following crucial estimate, proven here in 2D, will be assumed valid in the sequel for n 2. "h@V +;n ";h; ; i i + "hrV +;n ";h; ; r i i ? 1 " hV +;n ";h; ; i i c0 2 hg n ; i i:
Proof. Since no confusion is possible we set u = u + , V = V + ";h; , H = H h; (u), and = ("; h; ). In view of Corollary 4.1 and (5.1), we see that, for all (x; t) 2 Q, This, combined again with Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 for estimating u(x i ; t) ? u(x i ; t n ), yields u(x i ; t n ) 1 ? C h 2 j log hj " 2 ? C j log j " 2 ; which is a contradiction with (5.3) at (x i ; t n ) provided is su ciently large.
The above claim enables us to take ' = u + (1 ? n i ) i 2 K in (3.1), with g replaced by g + , to obtain "h@ t u; i i + "hru; r i i ? 1 " hu; i i c0 2 hg + ; i i for a.e. t n?1 < t < t n ; whence, integrating on (t n?1 ; t n ) and making use of (4.4) with y = u ? 1, we get "h@H n ; i i + "hrH n ; r i i 1 " h u n ; i i + c0 2 h g n + ; i i:
Applying Corollary 4.1 we nd that "h@V n ; i i + "hrV n ; r i i ? 1 " hV n ; i i h 1 " ? u n ? V n + c0 2 ( g n ? g n ) + c0 2 + c0 2 g n ; i i h?2 " + c0 2 + c0 2 g n ; i i c0 2 hg n ; i i; provided 4 =c 0 " = C(h 2 + )" ?3 j loghj 5 . This implies the assertion.
It is important to realize the essential di erence between the above proof and that in 14]. That is the role of the perturbation that compensates for the antimonotone behavior of the potential (s) = ?s, which is absent in the parabolic obstacle problem of 14] as corresponds to the one-phase Stefan problem.
We denote by U ";h; the continuous piecewise linear function in space and time determined from fU n g N n=0 by U ";h; ( ; t) := t?tn?1 U n ( ) + tn?t U n?1 ( ) 8 t n?1 < t t n ; 1 n N: Proof. For simplicity we set U = U ";h; ; V = V + ";h; and S = U ? V . The above statement is equivalent to showing that S n ] + := h max(S n ; 0) 2 V h (0) is identically zero for all 0 n N. This is certainly true for n = 0, because V 0 = U 0 + . Assume then by induction S n?1 0. Note that S n ] + (x i ) > 0 means 1 U n (x i ) > V n (x i ). This, together with (5.2) multiplied by max(S n (x i ); 0), yields (5.4) "h@V n ; S n ] + i + "hrV n ; r S n ] + i ? 1 " hV n ; S n ] + i c0 2 hg n ; S n ] + i: On the other hand, we can take = h min(U n ; V n ) 2 K h in (4.2) to obtain (5.5) "h@U n ; S n ] + i + "hrU n ; r S n ] + i ? 1 " hU n ; S n ] + i c0 2 hg n ; S n ] + i; because ? U n = ? S n ] + . Subtracting (5.4) from (5.5), and reordering, we get ? 1 ? 1 " 2 hS n ; S n ] + i + hrS n ; r S n ] + i 1 hS n?1 ; S n ] + i 0;
by induction assumption. Then on invoking Lemma 4.1 we deduce that for C ?1 h 2 the above inequality results in S n ] + = 0, as desired.
In the same spirit of (5.1) we can introduce the fully discrete subsolution V ?
";h; := H h; (u ? ) ? ("; h; ) U ";h; :
As already discussed after Lemma 3.2, it is not feasible to derive a meaningful lower or upper bound for U ";h; only in terms of V + ";h; or V ? ";h; . We can think of both V + ";h; ( ; t) and V ? ";h; ( ; t) as suitable discrete horizontal shifts of U ";h; ( ; t) in the direction normal to ";h; (t) but in opposite senses.
6. Discrete nondegeneracy. In order to prove that U ";h; satis es a nondegeneracy property, we need some further notation. For any (x; t) 2 Q and r > 0, we consider the cylinder Q r (x; t) := f(y; s) 2 Q : jy ? xj < r; 0 < t ? s < r 2 g and its discrete counterpart Q h; r (x; t) of all sets K n i contained in Q r (x; t). For r A(h 2 + ) 1=2 with A 1 su ciently large and h; small, Q h; r (x; t) is nonempty. We denote by @ p Q h; r (x; t) the parabolic boundary of Q h; r (x; t), and note that the parabolic distance de ned by dist Proof. We only consider the case ?1 < U m (x j ) ?1=2, and assume U n (x i ) ?1=4 for all nodes (x i ; t n ) 2 Q m j because otherwise (6.2) is trivial. For all those nodes, we can take = U n ? (1 + U n (x i )) i in (4.2) to obtain, for " su ciently small, (6.3) h@U n ; i i + hrU n ; r i i 1 " 2 hU n + " c0 2 g n ; i i ? 1 8" 2 h1; i i; provided U n (x i ) > ?1. Let D Q m j be the (closed) set containing (x j ; t m ) which is the connected union of all those K n i 's of Q m j such that U n (x i ) > ?1. The parabolic boundary @ p D of D is made of those nodes (x i ; t n ) 2 D such that K n i 6 D or (x i ; t n ) 2 @ p Q, the latter reducing to t n = 0 because dist(x j ; @ ) > r. Consequently (x i ; t n ) satis es either (a) U n (x i ) > ?1 and (x i ; t n ) 2 @ p Q m j n@ p Q or (b) U n (x i ) = ?1, which means that (x i ; t n ) belongs either to the discrete free boundary @fU n > ?1g or the initial coincidence set fU 0 = ?1g. Let ( ; t) 2 V h be given by (x; t) := h ? jx ? x j j 2 + t m ? t:
Note that satis es, for a constant > 0 independent of h, , and (x j ; t m ) 5], 33], (6.4) h@ n ; i i + hr n ; r i i ? h1; i i 8 1 i I; 1 n N: Combining (6.3) with (6.4), the functions fS n := U n ? n =8 " 2 g N n=0 satisfy h@S n ; i i + hrS n ; r i i 0 8 (x i ; t n ) 2 Dn@ p D:
Since C ?1 h 2 , Lemma 4.2 yields the existence of (x i ; t n ) 2 @ p D such that S n (x i ) S m (x j ) = U m (x j ) > ?1, and so U n (x i ) ? U m (x j ) 1 8 " 2 n (x i ):
Since condition (b) above, namely U n (x i ) = ?1, leads to the contradiction S n (x i ) = ?1 ? n (x i )=8 " 2 < ?1, then (a) applies and (6.1) thus implies n (x i ) = (x i ; t n ) = jx i ? x j j 2 + t m ? t n = dist 2 p ? (x i ; t n ); (x j ; t m ) Cr 2 : Combining the last two inequalities we obtain (6.2) as desired. The case 1=2 U m (x j ) < 1 is similar except that we cannot longer use dist(x j ; @ ) > r but instead U n = 1 on @ .
In view of (6.2) we realize that the discrete solution U ";h; detaches from the obstacles ?1 and 1 with a prescribed quadratic growth, which is a weak nondegeneracy statement. A similar result can be derived for u " as well.
7. Convergence. Let ";h; indicate the discrete zero level set and T ";h; the discrete transition region (or noncoincidence set), namely ";h; (t) := fx 2 : U ";h; (x; t) = 0g; T ";h; (t) := x 2 : jU ";h; (x; t)j < 1 : In this section we prove that, as " # 0, both ";h; (t) and T ";h; (t) converge to (t), Consider x 2 I(t), the inside of (t), that is w(x; t) < 0. As a consequence of continuous dependence of viscosity solutions we infer that w + (x; t) < 0 for > 0 su ciently small depending on (x; t). Since w + is continuous in space and time, there exists r > 0 su ciently small such that 2 . We can then apply Lemma 6.1 to obtain another node (x i ; t n ) so that (7.3) (x i ; t n ) 2 Q h; r (x j ; t m ) B 2r (x; t); U ";h; (x i ; t n ) > ?1 + C r 2 " 2 :
On selecting r = R(h 2 + ) 1=2 j loghj 5=2 for a su ciently large R, we nd that (7.2) and (7.3) cannot hold at the same time; hence U ";h; (x; t) = ?1. Likewise, if x 2 O(t) then U ";h; (x; t) = 1 asymptotically.
In addition to the condition (x; t) = o(1) used above, we recall the constraints ", 4 =c 0 " = C(h 2 + )" ?3 j loghj 5 , and C h 2 j loghj 3 for Lemmas 3.3 and 5.2 and Corollary 4.1 to hold. They in turn are compatible with the choice of r in that A(h 2 + ) 1=2 r " can be enforced asymptotically. The following corollary thus summarizes the above derivation.
Corollary 7.1. Let x 2 I(t) (resp. O(t)) and let h = o(" 3=2 j log"j ?4 ) and = C h 2 j loghj 3 . Then there exists " > 0 depending on (x; t) such that U ";h; (x; t) = ?1 (resp. U ";h; (x; t) = 1) 8 " " :
This convergence result, valid even past singularities, illustrates the need for both u and v in Lemma 3.3. The former is used in constructing the discrete barrier V ";h; because Lemma 3.1 is not necessarily valid for v , which may be discontinuous in time as d is. Function v , however, provides a relation with the original front (t) because of continuous dependence of level sets. Without additional assumptions on (t), or the singularities, we cannot expect a rate of convergence. This issue is further explored in the next two sections.
8. Regular points. We show, for regular points (x; t) 2 , that both the distance between x and ";h; (t) and the local thickness of T ";h; (t) are O("). This last statement is remarkably important because it reveals that the local structure of the double obstacle formulation is retained by the fully discrete problem, a key computational goal. The occurrence of singularities, and related loss of error control, does not a ect this linear rate of convergence, which happens to be valid irrespective of whether (x; t) lies before or in between singularities. This assertion is rather unexpected but in the same spirit of Corollary 2.2, that asserts Lipschitz dependence of interfaces under perturbations of data. Let thick(T ";h; (t); x; n) denote the thickness of T ";h; (t) in the direction n across x. Corollary 8.1. Let ] be a compact subset of , and let h = O(" 2 j log"j ?4 ) and = C h 2 j loghj 3 . Then there exist constants " > 0 depending on ] and C > 0 depending on data such that, for all " " and all (x; t) 2 ] , dist ? x; ";h; (t) ; thick ? T ";h; (t); x; rw(x;t) jrw(x;t)j C jrw(x;t)j ": Proof. For "; h; > 0 satisfying the above relations and C 1 su ciently large, let = C" satisfy 4 =c 0 ", so that Lemmas 3.3 and 5.2 and Corollary 4.1 are valid. Given (x; t) 2 ] , we argue along the lines of Corollary 2.2 and use the same notation. With n := rw(x; t)=jrw(x; t)j, we readily have w + (x ? n; t) w(x ? n; t) + C" ? 1 2 jrw(x; t)j + C" = ?"; provided = 2(C + 1)"=jrw(x; t)j D, which holds for " " := DW=2(C + 1). Invoking Theorem 2.1 we can nd a constant 0 < E 1, only depending on data, such that w + < 0 in B 2r (x? n; t) is valid for all r E". Let r = R(h 2 + ) 1=2 j loghj 5=2 E" for R 1 su ciently large. Then we can use the argument of Corollary 7.1 to deduce U ";h; (x ? n; t) = ?1. In fact, we either have t m r 2 or t ? < t m < r 2 , in which case (7.1) yields + (x i ; 0) < ? =2 for all nodes jx i ? (x ? n)j < 2r, whence ?1 U 0 (x i ) = ? d0(xi) " = u + (x i ; 0) v + (x i ; 0) = ?1:
Consequently, Lemma 6.1 applies to both situations. The same reasoning can be repeated to obtain U ";h; (x + n; t) = 1. Since U ";h; is continuous in space there exists a point on the straight segment connecting x ? n and x + n where U ";h; ( ; t)
vanishes; hence dist ?
x; ";h; (t) < . The thickness of T ";h; (t) in the direction n passing through x can be nally estimated by 2 .
We stress that the choice of ", h, and satisfying A(h 2 + ) 1=2 r E" is not related here to the speci c (x; t) but rather to ] . This is an essential di erence with Corollary 7.1 which reveals the crucial role played by Corollary 2.1.
9. Singularities. In this nal section we elaborate on the space-time approximation of singularities under a further, but plausible, structural assumption. Let w be C 1 in a vicinity of a singular point x 2 (t), namely rw(x; t) = 0, and exhibit the following asymptotic behavior 16]: there exists a constant , a set of orthonormal vectors fe i g n i=1 , and nonvanishing constants f i g k i=1 with 1 k n such that We now brie y discuss the particular but relevant case of the mean curvature ow, namely g = 0, for which 6 = 0 provided k 2. Convex interfaces would correspond to k = n because they shrink asymptotically to round points 18], 19]. Likewise we can speculate that 2 k < n for surfaces of rotation such as those studied in 1], 25], 29], 36], in which case the singularity looks asymptotically like a cylinder. This would suggest that cylinders or spheres are the only possible asymptotic surfaces for type I singularities, which seems to be generic. Singularities of type II are those with blow-up rate higher than (9.2), and are receiving considerable attention. We conclude with the following result, whose proof proceeds as that of Corollary 8.1.
Corollary 9.1. Let x 2 (t) satisfy (9.1) with ; > 0. Let h = O(" 2 j log"j ?4 ) and = C h 2 j loghj 3 . Then there exist constants " > 0 depending on (x; t) and C > 0 depending on data such that, for all " " , U ";h; (x + y; t s) = 1 for all C " s C " ; jyj 2 < C s; (9.3) there exists jsj C " for which x 2 ";h; (t + s); (9.4) thick ? T ";h; (t); x; e i ) C
? " 1=2 for all 1 i k: (9.5) 
